
Turn issues into inspiration
Step 1– Name your issue. Be clear. Be honest. ____________________(reminder phrase)

Step 2 – If issues fell on a 1-10 “suck-scale,” where would yours fall?                                     
0 = What issue? 10 = My life is ending!

Step 3 – Use two fingers to tap the Karate Chop Point of your opposite hand. 
Karate Chop Point: soft area between wrist and pinky.

Say this setup phrase aloud 3x while tapping KC point – “Even though I    
[name issue], I completely accept myself and I am open to an inspired 
perspective.” For example: “Even though I am stressed about my interview, I 
completely accept myself, and I am open to an inspired perspective.”

Step 4 – Use two fingers to tap the Face Points depicted on Page 2.                   
Lightly tap 7-10 x on each point before moving to the next. 

As you tap, repeat your Reminder Phrase to re-trigger your stress. ie ‘this interview.’

Step 5 – Breathe. Re-rate your suck-scale.

1 If your number is the same or higher, go back to step 1 and see if you are 
still thinking about the exact same thing. When we lower emotions, we 
uncover specifics or related moments that fuel it. If you are thinking about 
a different moment or a specific aspect, re-check the initial issue. Repeat 
step 4 until your suck-scale lowers. Then, move on to Step 6. 

2 If your number is lower, move on to step 6.

Step 6 – While tapping the Karate Chop point, change the Setup Phrase to:    
“Even though there is still some of [ name problem ], I love how I am addressing it 
and am opening up to a new empowered perspective. Repeat Step 4, adding 
the word ‘remaining.’  ie ‘remaining interview stress’ 

Step 7 – Is suck scale <3? Great. Take inspired action.                                    
Is suck scale 3+?  Repeat steps 1-7 with the most pressing specific or moment. As 
you tap, voice specific feelings and thoughts. Repeat until you rate issue as 0-2. 

Use and re-use for any issue that robs you of bold & inspired action.

If your issue isn’t budging, let alone opening up to inspired action, contact me for a      
private EFT session (Emotional Freedom Technique). Available in Phone, Skype & L.A.

Jackie Poinier - jackie.poinier@gmail.com - jackiepoinier.com
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What is eft?
Emotional Freedom Technique is a technique to ease nerves, stress and fear-
based emotions. Tap on fight or flight busting acupoints while talking about the 
issue that makes you want to fight or flee. When you clear the stress, you open up 
to your true nature, power and purpose. Everyone from business executives to  
pro-athletes are using EFT to maximize their performance, confidence & creativity.
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